Coding of interaural time differences of transients in auditory cortex of Rattus norvegicus: implications for the evolution of mammalian sound localization.
We obtained quantitative evidence on the coding of interaural time differences (ITDs) of click stimuli by 40 single neurons in the auditory cortex of anesthetized albino rats. Most of the neurons (31/40) received an excitatory input from the contralateral ear, and an inhibitory input from the ipsilateral ear (EI cells). These neurons expressed their sensitivity to ITDs in a sigmoidal relation between spike count and ITD, with maximal responses associated with contralateral-leading ITDs. The mean ITD dynamic range was 590 microseconds. The dynamic ranges typically encompassed at least part of the behaviorally-relevant range (about +/- 130 microseconds). Variations in ITD from 130 microseconds favoring one ear to 130 microseconds favoring the other ear caused spike response rate changes, on average, of 29.5%. These data are similar to those previously presented for the central auditory systems of larger mammals, whose auditory localization acuity is significantly better than that of the rat. We argue, therefore, that the sound localization mechanisms based on transient ITDs have not evolved in a fashion that covaries with interaural distance, and that there exists a mismatch between the ITDs the rat will encounter in the free field, and the ITDs which are encoded by its nervous system. This may be one reason why sound localization acuity has a roughly inverse relation to interaural distance.